to finale, la genuinità, l’efficacia del ritratto.

Quando Providenti, tuttavia, da meticoloso storico, si permette di far pure rilevare qualche inesattezza o incoerenza in taluni atteggiamenti o dichiarazioni del grande personaggio, Pirandello si impuntiglia:

Voi filologi che gongolate trionfanti quando nell’opera di qualcuno credete di avere individuato un pezzo o un frammento che non gli appartiene perdetelo poi di vista l’essenziale, che è comprendere il modo come questi pezzi e frammenti si dispongono e il valore che assumono. E il vecchio difetto di vedere soltanto il particolare… (92).

Evitando ogni sequenza biografica Providenti sceglie nove temi di carattere vario: La Fede, Bonn, Lenau, Se..., Rocco e le due famiglie, Amici e Maestri, Sei personaggi, Marta, Non conclude, che pur non avendo alcun legame o rapporto diretto tra loro nulladimeno si ricollegano internamente e perfettamente per un fine prefisso. Di proposito viene pure eluso ogni rimando alle canoniche note bibliografiche. La pagina è linda, la lettura scorrevole e avvincente.

Ma a supporto delle argomentazioni viene tuttavia aggiunta una cinquantina di pagine referenziali in cui si puntualizza il testo con capillare precisione. Quel che in un’edizione scientifica sono d’abitudine le note a piè di pagina e le chiose qui sono confinate in un “limbo” a parte, per uso dei filologi.

A tutto questo vorrei aggiungere in conclusione un mio personale ricordo. Fui tra coloro che assistettero e parteciparono alla presentazione e alla lettura in antepriema di alcune pagine dei Colloqui sul piazzale della casa natale di Pirandello ad Agrigento nel giugno 2003, in occasione del centotrentasesimo anniversario della nascita, celebrato quell’anno con una mostra singolare di quadri di Luigi e della sorella Lina, cui se ne unì anche qualcuno del grande pittore della famiglia, Fausto. L’attenzione del pubblico presente, all’evocazione del Personaggio che in prima persona raccontava la storia delle sue due famiglie, dei Ricci-Gramitto e dei Pirandello, fu come calamitata quando iniziò la lettura di un testo che svelava in quel momento le sue potenzialità teatrali.

ANTONIO ALESSIO
McMaster University (Emeritus)


When we approach works written in Italian in Canada, our initial perception of these efforts is somewhat affected by the reading experience of writings inspired by nostalgia or regret, often with a strong autobiographical connotation, that voice the innermost search for peace, meaning and reconciliation, if not truth, of those who experienced migration’s displacement and dislocation. The disruption of immigration was so intense that, even after many years of rationalizing and reflecting over the positive as well as negative results of being an immigrant, those innermost feelings continue to search for an outlet.
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In the variety and dissimilarity of literary results of the Italian literature of migration to Canada, the novel by Nino Famà comes as a valuable addition to the production of Italian writers in this land. A scholar who has been living in Canada for more than 40 years, is fluent in several languages and author of many academic studies, Famà has recently dedicated himself to writing creative works in his mother tongue inspired by his Sicilian home village. What makes his novel, *La stanza segreta*, particularly significant in the context of Italian literary writing in Canada is a narrative that goes beyond the limits of ethnic autobiography or literature of the immigrant experience to address themes and motifs common to Italian-Canadian literature as a whole, by employing sound narrative techniques that resonate with more than one literary tradition and enrich the local literary production in the Italian language with new atmospheres and quality.

The novel is centred on the character of a young, second-generation Italian-Canadian man, Nicky Nicoterra, who continues to be in a state of depression and desolation after the death of his grandfather, an Italian immigrant who had been his only personal harbour after his parents’ separation many years earlier. Nicky wanders around in a state of confusion and disorientation. Neither his analyst nor his friends seem to be able to reach him at his inner core, wrapped, as he has himself, in layers of protective indifference and seemingly-careless detachment. Conversely, those layers do not allow him to get closer to his father or his girlfriend, focused as he is on his inner life and quest for peace. His social life revolves around work, university, friends, sex, and some drinks and drugs, without any passion or drive.

In his search for direction, Nicky starts transcribing the written and oral accounts his grandfather has left him and discovers the small history of his paternal family over several generations, from the Italian Unification to the post-World War II period, when his grandfather left for North America. His family’s story brings images of an isolated village in the mountains, of the life of its community and its barren poverty and struggle for survival. After his father’s sudden death, Nicky is convinced to take a trip to the land of his grandfather, but the experience is quite disappointing: nothing is left of the world described by his grandfather, and very little can still be traced. Emigration has erased his ancestors’ human experience and their imprint from their original land. For Nicky, this is too much to bear.

There are several *topoi* in the novel that relate it to Italian-Canadian literature, such as the contraposition of the Old World and the New, and their respective value systems, as in the case of family unity and the role of women. Other common themes are the relationships among generations, the death of family members as rites of passage, the discovery of one’s roots and the return journey to the land of the fathers. Mostly, the younger generations’ quest for meaning and unity and the desire to overcome inner struggles or oppositions in their life is what connects this novel to the production of many younger Italian-Canadian writers.

Of course, common themes and motifs do not necessarily mean similarity of style and narrative techniques, or literary outcomes, and this is where *La stanza segreta* can be considered a commendable addition to Italian literature in Canada. What truly distinguishes this work is its smooth narration, fluency of language and
sagacious variety of narrative techniques, which confer on the fundamental nature of each time period and place, moment and experience a distinguishing light, texture and shade.

In its overall structure, the novel follows a circular movement, so common in many Italian-Canadian narratives, following Nicky's journey from his troubled inner-self to the world of his ancestors—so distant in time and place and experience—and back. Nicky's experiences are narrated in the first person at the beginning and end of the novel, which allows for an effective layering of intimate and social dynamics. Between these two parts set in the present, the transcription of the Tolomesi villagers' story by Nicky is inserted as the adaptation of his grandfather's storytelling. This meta-linguistic artifice of recording and re-elaborating the grandfather's narration in the grandson's own words allows the author to overcome inevitable hurdles originating from a linguistically realistic rendition of the elder's story, so that metaphorically the narration lets the voices of the young and the elderly overlap and, in the end, blend into one consciousness. The voice of the grandfather becomes the voice of the grandchild and vice versa, in a rare moment of empathy and communion.

One could argue that this artifice might contribute to the uniformity of these two main voices; instead, variation in the overall narration is achieved through different stylistic contrapositions and juxtapositions. As an example, the story of the Tolomesi is written following a traditionally structured chronological order within a unity of space, while experiences and events affecting Nicky's intimate life are more fragmented and disparate, with a more open-ended structure. Nature and soil are among the main characters in the re-construction of Toloma, in a cyclical life dominated by the struggle for survival of an entire community. Instead, Nicky's effort to accept his existence is entirely his own and his wandering brings him to the ruins of a world which both in Canada and Italy has no future. Also, the magic realism used in the description of Toloma's tale, with legends and popular beliefs, is inevitably absent from Nicky's life, and simple Old World hope is replaced by unbearable New World anguish.

La stanza segreta is definitely a book that not only deserves to be read, but also demands attention as a noteworthy addition to both Italian-Canadian literature and Italian literature outside of Italy.

MONICA STELLIN
Wilfrid Laurier University


This is a well-researched and thought-out intervention on the ever complex issue of what is or was Modernism, the identity and role of the artist during that extended fin-de-siècle straddling the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries, and the expressive forms through which certain major shifts in culture occurred. Beginning with canonical references to Rimbaud and Baudelaire, the author retraces the decline and loss of the Aura of the work of art which characterized the